Dynamic robust PCA refers to the dynamic (time-varying) extension of the robust PCA (RPCA) problem. It assumes that the true (uncorrupted) data lies in a low-dimensional subspace that can change with time, albeit slowly. The goal is to track this changing subspace over time in the presence of sparse outliers. This work provides the first guarantee for dynamic RPCA that holds under weakened versions of standard RPCA assumptions and a few other simple assumptions. We analyze a novel algorithm based on the recently introduced Recursive Projected Compressive Sensing (ReProCS) framework. Our result is significant because (i) it removes the strong assumptions needed by the two previous complete guarantees for ReProCS-based algorithms; (ii) it shows that, it is possible to achieve significantly improved outlier tolerance by exploiting slow subspace change and a lower bound on most outlier magnitudes; and (iii) it proves that the proposed algorithm is online (after initialization), fast, and, has near-optimal storage complexity.
Introduction
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimension reduction technique in a variety of scientific applications. Given a set of data vectors, PCA tries to finds a smaller dimensional subspace that best approximates a given dataset. According to its modern definition [1] , robust PCA (RPCA) is the problem of decomposing a given data matrix into the sum of a low-rank matrix (true data) and a sparse matrix (outliers). The column space of the low-rank matrix then gives the desired principal subspace (PCA solution). In recent years, the RPCA problem has been extensively studied, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . A common application of RPCA is in video analytics in separating video into a slow-changing background image sequence (modeled as a low-rank matrix) and a foreground image sequence consisting of moving objects or people (sparse) [1] . Dynamic RPCA refers to the dynamic (time-varying) extension of RPCA. It assumes that the true (uncorrupted) data lies in a low-dimensional subspace that can change with time, albeit slowly. This is a more appropriate model for long data sequences, e.g., surveillance videos. The goal is to track this changing subspace over time in the presence of sparse outliers. Hence this problem can also be referred to as robust subspace tracking. We study an algorithm based on the Recursive Projected Compressive Sensing (ReProCS) framework [7] that is significantly simpler compared to those studied in earlier works [7, 8, 9] .
Dynamic RPCA or Robust Subspace Tracking Problem Statement. At each time t, we observe data vectors y t ∈ R n that satisfy y t := t + x t , for t = 1, 2, . . . , d
where x t is the sparse outlier vector and t is the true data vector that lies in a fixed or slowly changing low-dimensional subspace of R n . To be precise, t = Q t a t where Q t is an n × r basis matrix 1 with r n and with (I − Q t−1 Q t−1 )Q t small compared to Q t = 1. Here and below, denotes matrix transpose and · refers to the l 2 norm of a vector or the induced l 2 norm of a matrix. We use T t to denote the support set of x t . Given an initial subspace estimate,P 0 , the goal is to track span(Q t ) within a short delay of each subspace change. The initial estimate can be obtained by applying any static (batch) RPCA technique, e.g., PCP [1] or AltProj [4] , to the first t train data frames, Y [1,t train ] . Here and below, [a, b] refers to all integers between a and b, inclusive and [a, b) := [a, b − 1]. Also, M T denotes a sub-matrix of M formed by columns indexed by entries in the set T . A by-product of our solution approach is that the true data vectors t , the sparse outliers x t , and their support sets T t can also be tracked on-the-fly. In many practical applications, in fact, x t or T t is often the quantity of interest.
For basis matricesP , P , we use SE(P , P ) := (I −PP )P to quantify the subspace error (SE) between their respective column spans. This measures the principal angle between the subspaces. Thus slow subspace change means SE(Q t−1 , Q t )
1. We assume that (i) |T t |/n is upper bounded, (ii) T t changes enough over time so that any one index is not part of the outlier support for too long, and (iii) the columns of Q t are dense (non-sparse). These assumptions are quantified in Sec. 3. For the purpose of obtaining guarantees, we will further assume that the subspace span(Q t ) is piecewise constant with time, i.e., that Q t = Q t j for all t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ) and that there are a total of J changes. Thus t 0 = 1 and t J+1 = d. Also, at each change time, t j , the change is "small". Let P j := Q t j . This will mean two things. First, only one direction changes at each t j (the changing direction could be different for different change times), and second that SE(P j−1 , P j ) ≤ ∆ 1. We will also study noisy dynamic RPCA. This is the case where y t := t + x t + v t , for t = 1, 2, . . . , d
and v t is small bounded noise. Relation to original (static) RPCA. To connect with the original RPCA problem [1, 3, 4] , define the n × d data matrix Y := [y 1 , y 2 , . . . y d ] := L + X where L, X are similarly defined. Let r mat denote the rank of L and use outlier-frac-col and outlier-frac-col to denote the maximum fraction of outliers per column and per row of Y . Also let outlier-frac = max(outlier-frac-row, outlier-frac-col). RPCA results bound outlier-frac. For dynamic RPCA solutions, we will define outlier-frac-row slightly differently. It will be the fraction per row of any n × α sub-matrix of Y where α denotes the number of frames used in each subspace update. Since α is large enough (see (10) ), the two definitions are only a little different.
The dynamic RPCA problem assumes a bound on max t |T t |/n. This is equivalent to bounding on outlier-frac-col. The requirement of T t 's changing enough is equivalent to a bound on outlier-frac-row. The denseness assumption on the Q t 's is similar to denseness (incoherence) of left singular vectors of L assumed by RPCA.
With the piecewise constant subspace assumption, another way to understand dynamic RPCA is as follows. Split the matrix L into sub-matrices
. Then, each L j has rank r, and is such that the column spaces of L j−1 and L j differ by only a little (as quantified by the slow subspace change model summarized above). Also, the rank of L is r mat ≤ r + J. Given an estimate of a part of L 0 (obtained using PCP or AltProj), the goal is to recursively estimate the t 's (which are columns of L) from sequentially arriving sparse outlier corrupted data vectors y t .
Contributions. The most important contribution of this work is that it obtains the first correctness guarantee for solving dynamic RPCA that holds under weakened versions of standard RPCA assumptions, slow subspace change, and a few simple assumptions (it needs that outlier magnitudes are either large enough or very small, and it needs t 's to be mutually independent). We say "weakened" because our guarantee implies that our proposed algorithm can tolerate an order-wise larger fraction of outliers per row than existing static RPCA approaches without requiring the outlier support to be uniformly randomly generated or without needing any other model on support change. For the video application, this implies that it tolerates slow moving and occasionally static foreground objects much better than the static approaches. This fact is also backed up by comparisons on real videos shown in Sec. 8.
A second contribution is the algorithm itself which we call simple-ReProCS (s-ReProCS). Unlike previous provably correct ReProCS-based methods [8, 9] , s-ReProCS ensures that the estimated subspace dimension is bounded by (r + 1) at all times without needing the complicated cluster-EVD step. Moreover, to our best knowledge, s-ReProCS is the first RPCA or dynamic RPCA solution that has near-optimal storage complexity while allowing the subspace dimension to be greater than one. We also develop an offline extension of s-ReProCS.
The current work gives a significantly shorter and simpler proof than the earlier guarantees for ReProCS-based methods. It does this, in part, by first separately proving a result for the problem of "correlated-PCA" or "PCA in data-dependent noise" [10, 11] with partial subspace knowledge. This result may also be of independent interest.
Paper Organization. We discuss the related work below in Sec. 2 and explain how our guarantee compares with other provable results on RPCA or dynamic RPCA from the literature. The proposed algorithm, simple-ReProCS, and its performance guarantees, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, are given in Sec. 3 . This section also explains the notation used in the paper. We discuss the guarantees in detail in Sec. 4 . Sec. 5 provides the main ideas that lead to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We prove Theorem 3.1 under the assumption that the subspace change times are known in Sec. 6 . This proof helps illustrate all the ideas of the actual proof but with minimal extra notation. The general proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Appendix C. Theorem 3.1 relies on a guarantee for PCA in data-dependent noise [10, 11] when partial subspace knowledge is available. This result is proved in Sec. 7. We provide a summary of our empirical evaluation of simple-ReProCS in Sec. 8 . The details of the experimental comparisons are given in Appendix G. We conclude and discuss future directions in Sec. 9.
Discussion of Related Work
In terms of other solutions for provably correct dynamic RPCA, there is very little work. This includes an early partial guarantee [7] and recent correctness results for [8, 9] ReProCS-based algorithms. This also includes modified-PCP, which is a solution for RPCA with partial subspace knowledge, and which can be shown to also solve dynamic RPCA [12] . We discuss these below. To place our work in context we also provide a detailed comparison of offline s-ReProCS with the provably correct offline solutions for RPCA [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
Other than the above, there is work on online or streaming algorithms for the original (static) RPCA problem. A very recent streaming solution for it is [13] . This comes with a provable guarantee but only for r mat = r = 1 (one-dimensional RPCA). In earlier work, an online stochastic optimization based solver for PCP (ORPCA) was developed [14] . This came with only a partial guarantee, i.e., the guarantee required assumptions on intermediate algorithm estimates. The result assumed that the basis matrix for the subspace estimate at each t was full rank. Other than the above methods, many heuristics have been developed to solve RPCA in an online fashion, e.g., GRASTA [15] , and older work, e.g., [16, 17] . From a practical standpoint, any online algorithm will implicitly also provide a tracking solution. However, as our experimental comparisons with ORPCA and GRASTA show, the solution may not be as good as that of ReProCS which explicitly exploits slow subspace change. We do not discuss these works here in detail since our work mainly focuses on provable guarantees.
Limitations of earlier ReProCS-based guarantees [7, 8, 9] . In [7] , the ReProCS idea was first introduced and a partial guarantee for a ReProCS-based algorithm was proved. We call it a partial guarantee because it needed to assume something about the intermediate subspace estimates returned by the algorithm. However, this work is important because it developed a nice framework for proving guarantees for dynamic RPCA solutions. Both the later complete guarantees [8, 9] as well as our current result build on this framework.
Our work is a significant improvement over the complete guarantees obtained in [8, 9] for two other ReProCS-based algorithms. (i) These needed very specific assumptions on how the outlier support could change. Our result removes such a requirement and instead only needs a bound on the fraction of outliers for r mat = r = 1
The top table compares assumptions required by various methods. All approaches need left incoherence and hence that is not compared. The comparison also ignores all dependence on condition numbers (treats it a constant). Notation: "strong incoh" refers to the strong incoherence assumption needed by
where . max is the maximum magnitude entry, and U , V are the left and right singular vectors of L; "left incoh" means max i I i U 2 ≤ µr mat /n and "right incoh" means max i I i V 2 ≤ µr mat /d; "outlier mag. either large or very small" refers to the lower bound on x min /15 − b v given in Corollary 3.2 (see first two paras in Sec. 4). The bottom table compares computational and storage complexity. Here denotes final desired error.
per column of the data matrix and on the fraction per row of an α-consecutive-column sub-matrix of the data matrix (for α large enough). (ii) The subspace change model assumed in the earlier papers can be interpreted as the current model (given below in Sec. 3) with θ j = 90 • or equivalently with ∆ min = ∆ = 1. This is an unrealistic model for slow subspace change, e.g., in 3D, it implies that the subspace changes from the x-y plane to the y-z plane. Instead, our current model allows changes from x-y plane to a slightly tilted x-y plane as shown in Fig. 1 . This modification is more realistic and it allows us to replace the upper bound on λ chd required by the earlier results by a similar bound on λ chd ∆ 2 . Since ∆ quantifies rate of subspace change, this new requirement is much weaker. It can be satisfied by assuming that ∆ is small. (iii) The required minimum delay between subspace change times in the earlier results depended on 1/ 2 where is the desired final subspace error after a subspace update is complete. This is a strong requirement. Our current result removes this unnecessarily strong dependence. The delay now only depends on (− log ) which makes it much smaller. (iv) Unlike [8, 9] , we analyze a simple ReProCS-based algorithm that ensures that the estimated subspace dimension is bounded by (r + 1), without needing the complicated cluster-SVD algorithm. This is why our guarantee allows outlier fractions per column to be below c/r. The work of [8] needed this to be below c/r mat while [9] needed an extra assumption (clustered eigenvalues). For long data sequences, c/r can be much larger than c/r mat .
Complete guarantees for other dynamic RPCA or RPCA solutions. Another approach that solves dynamic RPCA, but in a piecewise batch fashion, is modified-PCP (mod-PCP) [12] . The guarantee for mod-PCP was proved using ideas borrowed from [1] for PCP. Thus, like [1] , it also needs uniformly randomly generated support sets which is an unrealistic requirement. For the video application, this requires that foreground objects are single pixel wide and move around the entire image completely randomly over time. This is highly impractical. We compare our guarantee with those of modified-PCP and of streaming-RPCA [13] (which works only for r mat = r = 1) in Table 1. In the same table, we also compare our guarantee for an offline extension of s-ReProCS with the key results for offline and batch methods for static RPCA - [1] (referred to as PCP(C)), [3] (PCP(H), this strictly improves upon [2] ), AltProj [4] , RPCA via gradient descent (GD) [5] and nearly-optimal robust matrix completion (NO-RMC) [6] . The table also contains a speed and memory complexity comparison.
From Table 1 , it is clear that for data that satisfies slow subspace change and the assumption that outlier magnitudes are either large or very small, and that is such that its first t train frames, Y [1,t train ] , satisfy AltProj (or PCP) assumptions, s-ReProCS and offline s-ReProCS have the following advantages over other methods.
1. For the data matrix after t train , i.e., for Y [t train +1,d] , ReProCS needs the weakest bound on outlier-frac-row without requiring strong incoherence or uniformly randomly generated outlier support sets. This is comparable to the bound needed by PCP(C) or mod-PCP but both assume uniform random outlier supports which is a very strong requirement. PCP(C) also needs strong incoherence.
2. For the data matrix after t train , i.e., for
, the ReProCS bound of c/r on outlier-frac-col is also weaker than the bound of c/r mat which is needed by all the other RPCA guarantees that do not assume uniformly random outlier supports. Recall that r mat = r + J. When r is small, e.g., r ∈ O(log n), but J is much larger, e.g., J = cd/(r log n), then r mat is of the same order as J whereas r is much smaller. Thus, ReProCS works as long as outlier-frac-col ≤ c/r = c/ log n which is a pretty weak requirement. However, all others require outlier-frac-row ≈ outlier-frac-col ∈ O(log 2 n/d). This is a very strong requirement since d can be as large as n (or even more). Moreover, S-RPCA result also requires r mat = r = 1.
3. The storage complexity of s-ReProCS is better than that of all other methods that provably work for ranks larger than one and it is nearly optimal. Observe that it is within logarithmic factors of nr which equals the degrees of freedom of an r-dimensional subspace in R n .
4. Both in terms of time complexity order (Table 1) and experimentally (see Sec. 8), s-ReProCS and its offline counterpart are among the fastest, while having the best, or nearly the best, performance experimentally as well. Order-wise, only NO-RMC [6] is faster than s-ReProCS. However, NO-RMC cannot recover the outlier matrix X or its support. The reason is that it deliberately under-samples the data matrix Y by randomly throwing away some of its entries and using only the rest even when all are available. In other words, it always solves the robust matrix completion (RPCA with missing entries) problem and this is what results in a significant speed-up. This is also why it cannot recover all entries of X.
Notice that ReProCS assumes bounded-ness of the principal subspace coefficients a t . This is also needed by all the other methods when they impose incoherence of right singular vectors of L (right incoh in the table). In fact, right incoherence is a stronger requirement than just bounded-ness of the a t 's. Another way to compare ReProCS with the batch solutions is to assume that these are applied on pieces of data Y j := Y [t j ,t j+1 ) . If this were done, r mat in the table will get replaced by r, and d will get replaced by (t j+1 − t j ), both of which are smaller. With this, the second limitation discussed above disappears but the first one still remains. The speed and memory limitations become less serious. From the assumptions required (which are sufficient conditions), there seems to be no disadvantage to using fewer columns for the batch methods. But in practice, there is some loss in performance especially when outlier fractions are larger.
Algorithm 1 Simple-ReProCS (with t j known). We state this first for simplicity. The actual automatic version is given later in Algorithm 4. LetL t;α := [ˆ t−α+1 ,ˆ t−α+2 , . . . ,ˆ t ].
1: Input:P 0 , y t , Output:x t ,ˆ t ,P t , Parameters: ω supp , K, α, ξ, r, t j 's 2:Q t train ←P 0 ; j ← 1, k ← 1 3: for t > t train do 4:
Algorithm and Main Result
In this section, we give the notation, explain and summarize the proposed algorithm simple-ReProCS (s-ReProCS), and finally give the precise assumptions needed and the main result. We discuss the result in Sec. 4.
Notation
We use the interval notation [a, b] to mean all of the integers between a and b, inclusive. We will often use J to denote a time interval and J α to denote a time interval of length α. We use 1 S to denote the indicator function for statement S, i.e. 1 S = 1 if S holds and 1 S = 0 otherwise. We use · without a subscript to denote the l 2 norm of a vector or the induced l 2 norm of a matrix. For other l p norms, we use · p . For a set T , we use I T to refer to an n × |T | matrix of columns of the identity matrix indexed by entries in T . With this notation, I i refers to the i-th column of the identity matrix 2 . For a matrix A, A denotes its transpose and A T := AI T is the sub-matrix of A that contains the columns of A indexed by entries in T . We use λ min (.) (σ min (.)) to denote the minimum eigen (singular) value of a matrix. Similarly for λ max (.) and σ max (.).
A matrix with mutually orthonormal columns is referred to as a basis matrix. For basis matricesP , P , we use SE(P , P ) := (I −PP )P to quantify the subspace error (SE) between their respective column spans. This measures the sine of the principal angle between the subspaces.
The letters c and C denote different numerical constants in each use.
Simple-ReProCS (s-ReProCS)
Simple-ReProCS proceeds as follows. The initial subspace is assumed to be accurately known (obtained using AltProj or PCP). At time t, if the previous subspace estimate,Q t−1 , is accurate enough, because of slow subspace change, projecting y t = x t + t onto its orthogonal complement will nullify most of t .
% subspace deletion: via subspace re-estimation using simple SVD
We computeỹ t := Ψy t where Ψ := I −Q t−1Qt−1 . Thus,ỹ t = Ψx t + b t where b t := Ψ t and b t is small. Recovering x t fromỹ t is thus a traditional compressive sensing (CS) / sparse recovery problem in small noise [18] . This is solvable because incoherence (denseness) of Q t 's and slow subspace change implies that Ψ satisfies the restricted isometry property [7, Lemma 3.7] . We computex t,cs using l 1 minimization followed by thresholding based support estimation to getT t . A Least Squares (LS) based debiasing step onT t returns the finalx t . We then estimate t asˆ t = y t −x t . Theˆ t 's are used for the subspace update step which involves (i) detecting subspace change; (ii) obtaining improved estimates of the changed direction(s) by K steps of projection-SVD [7] , each done with a new set of α frames ofˆ t ; and (iii) a simple SVD based subspace re-estimation step, done with another new set of α frames. The subspace update steps are designed assuming a piecewise constant subspace change model; however, as can be seen from our experiments, the algorithm itself works even without this assumption (it works for real videos as well). The approach works because, every time the subspace changes, the change can be detected within a short delay, and after that, the K projection-SVD steps help get progressively improved estimates of the changed subspace direction. The simple SVD step re-estimates the entire subspace and, in the process, deletes the deleted subspace direction from the estimate.
We summarize a basic version of simple-ReProCS in Algorithm 1. This assumes that the change times t j are known. The actual algorithm that detects changes automatically is longer and is given as Algorithm 4 later. The estimates of the subspace or of t 's can be improved in offline mode as follows. At t =t j + Kα, the K projection-SVD steps are done and hence the subspace estimate at this time is accurate enough with high probability (whp). At this time, offline s-ReProCS (last line of Algorithm 4) goes back and setŝ Q t = [P j−1 ,P j,chd,K ] for all t ∈ [t j−1 + Kα,t j + Kα). It also uses this to get improved estimates ofx t andˆ t for all these times t.
Assumptions and Main Result
Subspace change assumption. We assume that Q t is piecewise constant with time, i.e.,
with t 0 = 1 and t J+1 = d. Henceforth let P j := Q t j . Consider the change from P j−1 to P j . Let P j−1,chg denote the direction from span(P j−1 ) that "changes" at t j and let P j,chd denote its "changed" version. Thus span(P j−1 ) = span([P j−1,fix , P j−1,chg ]) and span(P j ) = span([P j−1,fix , P j,chd ]) where P j−1,fix is an n × (r − 1) matrix that denotes the "fixed" part of the subspace at t j . Assume that
P j−1,fix P j−1,ch The equality is trivial: it only implies that P j,chd is orthogonal to P j−1,fix . The inequality with ∆ 1 implies slow subspace change.
In this work we obtain a guarantee with assuming the simplest possible model on subspace change where, at a time, only one direction can change. Observe though that, at different change times, the changing direction could be different and hence, over a long period of time, the entire subspace could change.
It is possible to easily replace one direction changing by r chg > 1 directions changing and a simple model on how the changes occur (with r chg being small compared to r). We explain this in Appendix E. It is also possible to study the most general case where r chg = r and hence no model is assumed for subspace change (only a bound on how much the change is). This requires significant changes to the algorithm and the guarantee and is being studied in follow-up work. Finally, it is even possible to let the subspace dimension r change at each change time, although this will require some changes to the statistical assumption on the coefficients a t given below.
Understanding the subspace change assumption: equivalent generative model. To understand the above assumption better, let the new direction added to the subspace at time t j be P j,new , i.e., let
(the denominator helps ensure that P j,new = 1). Also, let the angle between P j−1,chg and P j,chd be θ j , i.e., let θ j := cos −1 |P j−1,chg P j,chd | and without loss of generality, assume that 0 ≤ θ j ≤ π/2. Then, the following facts are immediate.
5. the direction that gets deleted at t j is P j,del := P j−1,chg sin θ j − P j,new cos θ j .
Thus, our subspace change assumption is exactly equivalent to the following generative model on P j : for a θ j satisfying sin θ j ≤ ∆, and for a direction P j,new that is orthogonal to P j−1 ,
and R j is an r × r rotation matrix. For a simple example in 3D (n = 3), see Fig. 1 .
With the above model, observe that span(P j ) equals the span of left singular vectors of L j := L [t j ,t j+1 ) . The span of left singular vectors of L is contained in, or equal to, span([P 0 , P 1,new , P 2,new , . . . , P J,new ]). Equality holds if each P j,new is orthogonal to all others and to P 0 .
Incoherence (denseness) of columns of P j . In order to separate the t 's from the sparse outliers x t , we need to assume that the t 's are themselves not sparse. This is ensured if we can assume that column vectors of P j are dense enough. To quantify this, we use the incoherence assumption [1] . Define the incoherence (non-denseness) parameter [1] , µ, as the smallest real number so that max j=1,2,...,J max i=1,2,...,n I i P j ≤ µr n , and max j=1,2,...,J max i=1,2,...,n
where P j,new is defined above in (5) . Incoherence means that µ is upper bounded. This assumption is similar to the assumption on left singular vectors of L needed by all solutions for RPCA. RPCA solutions also need incoherence of right singular vectors which we do not need. Instead ReProCS only needs boundedness of a t 's (explained below). This is a weaker requirement. Assumption on principal subspace coefficients a t . We assume that the a t 's are zero mean, mutually independent, and element-wise bounded random variables (r.v.) with diagonal covariance matrix Λ. Since the a t 's are element-wise bounded, there exists an η < ∞, such that
For most bounded distributions, η is a little more than one, e.g., if the entries of a t are zero mean uniform, then η = 3. In the rest of the paper, η will be assumed to be a numerical constant. Bound on outlier fractions. Similar to earlier RPCA works, we also need outlier fractions to be bounded. However, we need different bounds on this fraction per column and per row. The row bound can be much larger 3 . Let outlier-frac-col := max t |T t |/n denotes the maximum outlier fraction in any column of Y . Because ReProCS is an online approach that updates the subspace estimate every α frames, we need the fraction of outliers per row of a sub-matrix of Y with α consecutive columns to be bounded. To quantify this, for a time interval, J , define
where 1 S is the indicator function for statement S. Thus γ(J ) is the maximum outlier fraction in any row of the sub-matrix Y J of Y . Let J α denote a time interval of duration α. We will bound outlier-frac-row := max
Definitions. Define the following.
1. Use λ − and λ + to denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of Λ and let f := λ + λ − be its condition number.
2. Split a t as a t = [a t,fix , a t,chd ] where a t,chd is the scalar coefficient corresponding to the changed direction. Similarly split its diagonal covariance matrix as Λ = diag(Λ fix , λ chd ).
3. Define ∆ min := min j SE(P j−1,chg , P j,chd ). Using the generative model, this is also equal to min j sin θ j .
4. Let x min := min t min i∈Tt |(x t ) i | denote the minimum outlier magnitude.
3 One practical application where this is useful is for slow moving or occasionally static video foreground moving objects. For a stylized example of this, see Model G.26 given in Appendix G.
5. Letε denote the bound on initial subspace error, i.e., let SE(P 0 , P 0 ) ≤ε.
6. For numerical constants C that are re-used to denote different numerical values, define K( ) := C log(∆/ ) , and α > α * := Cf 2 (r log n).
Main Result. We can now state our main result.
Theorem 3.1 (Dynamic RPCA). Consider simple-ReProCS given in Algorithm 4. Let K = K(ε) and α be as defined above. Assume that
2. (subspace change) (3) and (4) hold with Then, with probability at least 1 − 12dn −12 , at all times, t,T t = T t , and Consider offline s-ReProCS (last line of Algorithm 4). At all times t,
Corollary 3.2 (Noisy Dynamic RPCA). In the setting of Theorem 3.1, suppose that
03∆λ − , and with v t 's being zero mean, mutually independent, and independent of the x t 's and the t 's. If the RHS of the bound on ∆ is replaced by (x min /15) − b v and if α ≥ max(α * , Cf b 2 v λ − log n), then, conclusions of Theorem 3.1 hold with the bounds on ˆ t − t and ˆ offline t − t replaced by their respective values plus 1.2b v and with T t defined as set of indices i for which
Proof. We explain the ideas leading to the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Sec. 5. We prove it under the assumptiont j = t j in Sec. 6. The proof without this assumption is given in Appendix C. We prove Corollary 3.2 in Appendix D.
Remark 3.3. The first condition (accurate initial estimate) can be satisfied by applying PCP or AltProj on the first t train data frames. This requires assuming that t train ≤ t 1 , Y [1,t train ] has outlier fractions in any row or column bounded by outlier-frac ≤ c/r, and that the right singular vectors of L [1,t train ] also satisfy incoherence [4, 3] (its left singular vectors are P 0 which are already assumed to be incoherent). Also see Table 1 .
Discussion
In this section, we explain what our result means and its implications, discuss the speed and memory guarantees, explain how to set algorithm parameters, state the other conclusions of Theorem 3.1, and finally discuss its limitations.
Understanding the result. Theorem 3.1 shows that, with high probability (whp), the subspace change gets detected within a delay of at most 2α = Cf 2 (r log n) frames, and the subspace gets estimated accurately within at most (K + 2)α = Cf 2 (r log n)(− logε) frames. Each column of the low rank matrix is recovered with a small time-invariant bound without any delay. If offline processing is allowed, with a delay of at most (K + 2)α, we can guarantee all recoveries within normalized errorε, or, in fact, with minor modifications, within any = cε for c < 1 (we discuss this point below when we talk about limitations). Notice also that the required delay between subspace change times is more than r by only logarithmic factors. Since the previous subspace is not exactly known (is known within error at mostε), at each update step, we do need to estimate an r-dimensional subspace, and not a one-dimensional one. Hence it is not clear if the required delay can be reduced any further.
Consider the bound on ∆ in the subspace change assumption. This requires that a function of the rate of subspace change ∆ and initial errorε be upper bounded by x min (the minimum outlier magnitude). This assumption is implicitly requiring that x min is lower bounded. This seems counter-intuitive since sufficiently small magnitude corruptions should not be problematic. This is indeed true. Observe that, using Corollary 3.2, this requirement can be relaxed by classifying the small magnitude entries of x t as v t . Then one needs the same lower bound on
To be precise, one needs the x t 's to be such that there exists an x min > 0 for which x min − 15b v > 0. In words, one needs the outlier magnitudes to be either large (easy to detect) or very small (do not affect subspace updates in a significant way). This is a weaker and more realistic requirement.
Subspace and outlier assumptions' tradeoff. When there are fewer outliers in the data or when outliers are easy to detect, one would expect to need weaker assumptions on the true data subspace or its rate of change. This is indeed true. For the static RPCA results, this is encoded in the condition outlier-frac ≤ c/(µr) where µ quantifies not-denseness of both left and right singular vectors. Thus, when fewer outliers are present, the subspace dimension, r, can be larger and µ can be larger (the singular vectors can be less dense). From Theorem 3.1, this is also how outlier-frac-col, µ (not-denseness of only left singular vectors) and r are related for dynamic RPCA.
On the other hand, for our result, outlier-frac-row and the lower bound on (x min − 15b v ) govern the allowed rate of subspace change. The latter relation is easily evident from the bound on ∆. If (x min − 15b v ) is larger, a larger ∆ can be tolerated. The relation of outlier-frac-row to rate of change is not evident from the way the guarantee is stated above. The reason is we have assumed outlier-frac-row ≤ b 0 with b 0 = 0.01 and used that to get a simple expression for K. If we did not do this, we would need K to satisfy
With this, K needs to be
Recall that we need t j+1 − t j ≥ (K + 2)α. Thus, a smaller b 0 means one of two things: either a larger ∆ (more change at each subspace change time) can be tolerated while keeping K, and hence the lower bound on delay between change times, the same; or, for ∆ fixed, a smaller lower bound on delay between change times is needed. The above can be understood by carefully checking the proof 4 of Theorem 6.5 and its application to show correctness of the projection-SVD steps.
Dependence on f .
Observe that f appears in our guarantee in the bound on outlier-frac-row and in the expression for α. The outlier-frac-row bound is stated that way only for simplicity. Actually, for all time instants except the α-length period when the subspace deletion step is run, we only need outlier-frac-row ≤ b 0 = 0.01. We need the tighter bound outlier-frac-row ≤ b 0 /f 2 only for the simple SVD based deletion step to work (i.e., only for t ∈ [t j + Kα,t j + Kα + α)). Thus, if offline ReProCS were being used to solve a static RPCA type problem (where r mat is nicely bounded), one could choose to never run the subspace deletion step. This will mean that the resulting algorithm (s-ReProCS-no-delete) will need outlier-frac-col < c/µr mat but outlier-frac-row < 0.01 will suffice (the bound would not depend on f 2 ).
A second point to note is that f is the condition number of E[L j L j ] for any j. The condition number of the entire matrix L can be much larger when slow subspace change holds (∆ is small). To see this, let κ 2 denote the condition number of E[LL ], so that, whp, κ is approximately the condition number of L. It is not hard to to see that 5 , in the worst case
when ∆ is small. Storage and time complexity. Observe that the s-ReProCS algorithm needs memory of order nα in online mode and Knα in offline mode. Assuming α = α * , even in offline mode, its storage complexity is only O(nr log n log(1/ε)). This differs from the optimal storage complexity of O(nr) by only log factors. Also, it is not hard to see that the time complexity of s-ReProCS is O(ndr(− logε)). We explain this in Appendix F.
Algorithm parameters. Observe from Theorem 3.1 that we need knowledge of only 4 model parameters -r, λ + , λ − and x min -to set our algorithm parameters. The initial dataset used for estimatingP 0 (using PCP/AltProj) can also be used to get an accurate estimate of r, λ − and λ + using standard techniques. Thus one really only needs to set x min . If continuity over time is assumed, a simple heuristic is to let it be time-varying and use min i∈T t−1 |(x t−1 ) i | as its estimate at time t.
Other conclusions of Theorem 3.1. While proving Theorem 3.1, we also prove the following corollary which shows that SE(Q t , Q t ) decays roughly exponentially after each projection-SVD step and finally decays to belowε byt j + Kα + α. The same is true also for e t (the error in recovering t or x t ). Fig. 2 illustrates the subspace error decay visually. 1. the subspace change is detected in at most 2α frames and there are no false detects, i.e., t j ≤t j ≤ t j + 2α,
(the bound on e t = ˆ t − t = x t − x t will also decrease in the same proportion as SE; see the last claim of Lemma 6.13)
Limitations. ReProCS needs a few extra assumptions beyond slow subspace change and what static RPCA solutions need: (i) instead of a bound on outlier fractions per row of the entire data matrix (which is what static RPCA methods assume), it needs such a bound for every sub-matrix of α consecutive columns; (ii) it puts statistical assumptions (mutual independence) on the principal subspace coefficients a t ; (iii) it needs to lower bound (x min − 15b v ) where b v is a bound on the small noise or modeling error v t ; and (iv) we useε to denote both the initial subspace error as well as the final recovery error achieved after a subspace update is complete. 5 To understand this, suppose that there is only one subspace change and suppose that the intervals are equal, i.e., d − t1 = t1 − t0.
Then Here (i) is needed because ReProCS is an online algorithm that uses α frames at a time to update the subspace, and one needs to show that each update step provides an improved estimate compared to the previous one. However, since α is large enough, requiring a bound b on outlier-frac-row defined in (9) is not too much stronger than requiring the same bound b on the outlier fractions per row of the entire n × d matrix Y . In fact, if we compare the various RPCA solutions with storage complexity fixed at O(nα) = O(nr log n), i.e., if we implement the various static RPCA solutions for every new batch of α frames of data, then, the static RPCA solutions will also need to bound outlier-frac-row defined in (9) . As discussed earlier, these will require a much tighter bound of c/r though.
(iv) is assumed for simplicity. What we can actually prove is something slightly stronger: if the initial error isε, and if = cε for a constant c which may be less than one, then, without any changes, we can guarantee the final subspace error to be below such an . More generally, as long as the initial errorε ≤ ∆, it is possible to achieve final error for any > 0 if we assume that t 1 − t train > Kα, assume a larger lower bound on x 2 min , and if we modify our initialization procedure. This idea is being studied in follow-up work. Limitations (ii) and (iii) are artifacts of our proof techniques. It is not hard to replace (ii) by an autoregressive model on the a t 's by borrowing similar ideas from [9] . (iii) is needed because our proof first tries to show exact outlier support recovery by solving a CS problem to recover the outliers from the projected measurements, followed by thresholding. It should be possible to relax this by relaxing the exact support recovery requirement. This will require some other changes in the proof. It may be possible to also completely eliminate it if we replace the CS step by thresholding with carefully decreasing thresholds in each iteration (borrow the idea of AltProj); however, we may then require the same tight bound on outlier-frac-row that AltProj needs. By borrowing the stagewise idea of AltProj or NO-RMC, it should also be possible to remove all dependence on f .
Main ideas of the proof: Why ReProCS works

Why ReProCS with t j known works
To understand things simply, first assume thatt j = t j , i.e., the subspace change times are known. Consider Algorithm 1. At each time t this consists of three steps -projected Compressive Sensing (CS) to estimate x t , estimating t by subtraction, and subspace update. Consider projected CS. This is analyzed in Lemma 6.13. At time t, suppose that we have access toQ t−1 which is a good estimate of the previous subspace, span(Q t−1 ). Because of slow subspace change, this is also a good estimate of span(Q t ). Its first step projects y t orthogonal toQ t−1 to getỹ t . Recall thatỹ t = Ψx t + b t where b t := Ψ t is small. Using the incoherence (denseness) assumption and span(Q t−1 ) being a good estimate of span(Q t ), it can be argued that the restricted isometry constant (RIC) of Ψ := I −Q t−1Qt−1 will be small. Using [18, Theorem 1.2] , this, along with b t being small, ensures that l 1 minimization will produce an accurate estimate,x t,cs , of x t . The support estimation step with a carefully chosen threshold, ω supp = x min /2, and a lower bound on x min − 15b v then ensures exact support recovery, i.e.,T t = T t . With this, the LS step output,x t , satisfieŝ x t = x t + e t with
and with e t being small. Computingˆ t := y t −x t , then also gives a good estimate of t that satisfiesˆ t = t − e t with e t as above.
The subspace update step usesˆ t 's to update the subspace. Sinceˆ t = t − e t with e t satisfying (11), e t depends on t . Because of this, the subspace update does not involve a PCA or an incremental PCA problem in the traditionally studied setting (data and corrupting noise/error being independent or uncorrelated). It is, in fact, an instance of PCA when the the noise/error e t in the observed dataˆ t depends on the true data t . Thus t and the noise/error e t are correlated. This problem was studied in [10, 11] where it was referred to as "correlated-PCA" or "PCA in data-dependent noise".
Using this terminology, our subspace update problem (estimating P j usingP j−1 ) is a problem of PCA in data-dependent noise with partial subspace knowledge. To simplify the analysis of this part, we first study this problem and obtain a guarantee for it in Theorem 6.5 in Sec. 6.2 below. This theorem along with Lemma 6.13 (that analyzes the projected-CS step discussed above) help obtain a guarantee for the k-th projection-SVD step in Lemma 6.14. The k = 1 and k > 1 cases are handled separately. The main assumption required for applying Theorem 6.5 holds because e t is sparse with support T t that changes enough (outlier-frac-row bound of Theorem 3.1 holds). The subspace deletion via simple SVD step of subspace update is studied in Lemma 6.15. This step solves a problem of PCA in data-dependent noise and so it directly uses the results from [11] .
To understand the flow of the proof, consider the interval [t j , t j+1 ). Assume that, before t j , the previous subspace has been estimated with errorε, i.e., we haveP j−1 with SE(P j−1 , P j−1 ) ≤ε. We explain below that this implies that, under the theorem's assumptions, we get SE(P j , P j ) ≤ε before t j+1 . We remove the subscripts j in some of this discussion. Define the interval J k := [t j + (k − 1)α, t j + kα).
1. Before the first projection-SVD step (which is done at t = t j + α), i.e., for t ∈ J 1 , we have no estimate of P new , and hence only a crude estimate of P chd . In particular, we can only get the bound SE(Q t , P chd ) = SE(P j−1 , P chd ) ≤ε + | sin θ| for this interval.
• As a result, the bound on the "noise", b t , seen by the projected-CS step is also the largest for this interval, we have
Using the CS guarantee, followed by ensuring exact support recovery (as explained above), this implies that e t satisfies (11) and that we get a similar bound on the final CS step error: e t ≤ C(ε √ rλ + + 0.11| sin θ| √ λ chd ). The factor of 0.11 in the second term of this bound is obtained because, for this interval, Ψ = I −P j−1Pj−1 and so ΨP new ≈ P new and P new is dense. Thus one can show that I Tt ΨP new 2 ≤ 0.11.
• This bound on e t , along with using the critical fact that e t :=ˆ t − t satisfies (11) (is sparse) and its support T t changes enough (the outlier-frac-row bound of Theorem 3.1 holds), ensures that we get a better estimate of P chd after the first projection-SVD step. This is what allows us to apply Theorem 6.5. Using it we can show that SE(Q t , P chd ) = SE([P j−1 ,P j,chd,1 ], P chd ) ≤ 0.1ε + 0.06| sin θ| for t ∈ J 2 . See proof of k = 1 case of Lemma 6.14 and Fact 6.12.
2. Thus we have a much better estimate of P chd for t ∈ J 2 than for J 1 . Because of this, b t is smaller, and hence e t is smaller for t ∈ J 2 . This, along with the sparsity and changing support, T t , of e t , ensures an even better estimate at the second projection-SVD step. We can show that SE(Q t , P chd ) = SE([P j−1 ,P j,chd,2 ], P chd ) ≤ 0.1ε + 0.45 · 0.06| sin θ| for t ∈ J 3 . See proof of k > 1 case of Lemma 6.14 and Fact 6.12.
3. Proceeding this way, we show that SE(
after the k-th projection-SVD step. Picking K appropriately, gives SE(Q t , P chd ) ≤ε after K steps, i.e., at t = t j + Kα. In all the above intervals, SE(Q t , Q t ) ≤ε + SE(Q t , P chd ). Thus at t = t j + Kα,
4. At t = t j + Kα,Q t contains (r + 1) columns. The subspace re-estimation via simple SVD step re-estimates P j in order to delete the deleted direction, P del , fromQ t . The output of this step isP j (the final estimate of span(P j )). Thus, at t = t j + Kα + α,Q t =P j and we can show that it satisfies SE(Q t , Q t ) = SE(P j , P j ) ≤ε. See Lemma 6.15. The re-estimation is done at this point because, for times t in this interval, ˆ t − t = e t ≤ 2.4ε t . For PCA in data-dependent noise, simple SVD needs α ≥ (q/ ) 2 (r log n) where q is the error/noise to signal ratio and is the final desired error level. For our problem, the "noise" is e t and thus q = 2.4ε and =ε. Since q/ is a constant and hence α ≥ α * suffices when simple SVD is applied at this time.
Why automatic subspace change detection and Automatic Simple-ReProCS works
The subspace change detection approach is summarized in Algorithm 4. The algorithm toggles between the "detect" phase and the "update" phase. It starts in the "detect" phase. If the j-th subspace change is detected at time t, we sett j = t. At this time, the algorithm enters the "update" (subspace update) phase. We then repeat the K projection-SVD steps and the one subspace re-estimation via simple SVD step from Algorithm 1 with the following change: the k-th projection-SVD step is now done at t =t j + kα − 1 (instead of at t = t j + kα − 1) and the subspace re-estimation is done at t =t j + Kα + α − 1 :=t j,f in . Thus, at t =t j,f in , the subspace update is complete. At this time, the algorithm enters the "detect" phase again. To understand the change detection strategy, consider the j-th subspace change. Assume that the previous subspace P j−1 has been accurately estimated by t =t j−1,f in and thatt j−1,f in < t j . Let P * :=P j−1 denote this estimate. At this time, the algorithm enters the "detect" phase in order to detect the next (j-th) change. Let B t := (I −P * P * )[ˆ t−α+1 , . . . ,ˆ t ]. For every t =t j−1,f in + uα, u = 1, 2, . . . , we detect change by checking if the maximum singular value of B t is above a pre-set threshold, √ ω evals α, or not. We claim that, whp, under Theorem 3.1 assumptions, this strategy has no false detects and correctly detects change within a delay of at most 2α frames. The former is true because, for any t for which
, all singular values of the matrix B t will be close to zero (will be of order √ε ) and hence its maximum singular value will be below √ ω evals α. Thus, whp,t j ≥ t j . To understand why the change is correctly detected within 2α frames, first consider t =t j−1,f in + t j −t j−1,f in α α := t j, * . Since we assumed thatt j−1,f in < t j (the previous subspace update is complete before the next change), t j lie in the interval [t j, * − α + 1, t j, * ]. Thus, not all of the t 's in this interval will contain the newly added direction. Depending on where in the interval t j lies, the algorithm may or may not detect the change at this time. However, in the next interval, i.e., for t ∈ [t j, * + 1, t j, * + α], all of the t 's will contain the newly changed direction. We can prove that B t for this time t will have maximum singular value that is above the threshold. This proof is where the assumption thatεf ≤ 0.8∆ min is needed. Thus, if the change is not detected at t j, * , whp, it will get detected at t j, * + α. Hence one can show that, whp, eithert j = t j, * , or t j = t j, * + α, i.e., t j ≤t j ≤ t j + 2α.
6 Proving Theorem 3.1 with assumingt j = t j To give a less notation-ally intensive proof, we first prove Theorem 3.1 under the assumption thatt j = t j . The proof without this assumption is given in Appendix C. With assumingt j = t j , we are studying Algorithm 1. Recall from Sec. 5 that the subspace update step involves solving a problem of PCA in data-dependent noise when partial subspace knowledge is available. We provide a guarantee for this problem in Sec. 6.2 and use it in our proof in Sec. 6.4.
Few more definitions
The following points should be noted.
1. For the entire proof we will use the equivalent subspace change model described in (6) . To use this, let θ − and θ + denote lower and upper bounds on θ j , i.e., let θ − := min j θ j ≤ θ + . Then
The proof obtains guarantees that contain | sin θ + | or | sin θ − |. Using (12), we get our main result.
2. Define s := (outlier-frac-col)n. This bounds |T t | and will be used below when we analyze the projected-CS step.
3. Simplified-ReProCS will be called just ReProCS.
4. In the writing below α chd and α del may appear a few times. Both will take the value α * given in (10).
6.2 PCA in data-dependent noise with partial subspace knowledge
The Problem. We are given a set of α frames of observed data y t := t + w t , with w t = M t t , t = P a t and with P satisfying P = [P * ,fix , P chd ], where P chd := (P * ,chg cos θ + P new sin θ), P * ,fix = (P * R 0 )I [1,r−1] , P * ,chg = (P * R 0 )I r , and R 0 is an r × r rotation matrix. Also, the a t 's are zero mean, mutually independent, and bounded r.v.'s as assumed before. The matrices M t are unknown. Let J α denote the α-frame time interval for which the y t 's are available. We also have access to a partial subspace estimateP * that satisfies SE(P * , P * ) ≤ε, and that is computed using data that is independent of the t 's (and hence of the y t 's) for t ∈ J α . The goal is to estimate span(P ) usingP * and the y t 's for t ∈ J α .
Projection-SVD / Projection-EVD. Let Φ := I −P * P * . A natural way to estimate P is to first computeP chd as the top eigenvector of
Φy t y t Φ.
and setP = [P * ,P chd ]. We refer to this strategy as "projection-EVD" or "projection-SVD" 6 . In this paper, we are restricting ourselves to only one changed direction and hence we compute only the top eigenvector (or left singular vector) of D obs . In general if there were r chg > 1 directions, we would compute all eigenvectors with eigenvalues above a threshold, see [7, 9] . The Guarantee. We can prove the following about projection-SVD.
Theorem 6.5. Consider the above setting for an α ≥ α 0 where α 0 := Cη max(f (r log n), ηf 2 (r + log n)).
Assume that the M t 's can be decomposed as
Let q 0 denote a bound on max t M 1,t P * and let q chd denote a bound on max t M 1,t P chd , i.e., we have M 1,t P * ≤ q 0 and M 1,t P chd ≤ q chd for all t ∈ J α . Assume that
Define the event E * := {SE(P * , P * ) ≤ε}. The following hold.
1. Conditioned on E * , w.p. at least 1 − 12n −12 , SE(P , P ) ≤ε + SE(P , P chd ) and SE(P , P chd ) ≤ (ε + | sin θ|) 0.36q chd + 0.09ε | sin θ| ≤ 1.01| sin θ| 0.36q chd + 0.09ε | sin θ| < 0.37q chd + 0.1ε.
Conditioned on
Proof. The proof follows using a careful application of the Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem [19] followed by using matrix Bernstein [20] to bound the numerator terms in the sin θ theorem bound and Vershynin's sub-Gaussian result [21] to bound the extra terms in its denominator. While the overall approach is similar to that used by [11] for the basic correlated-PCA problem, this proof requires significantly more work. We give the proof in Section 7.
Remark 6.6. Theorem 6.5 holds even when E * is replaced by E 0 := E * ∩Ẽ(Z) whereẼ(Z) is an event that depends on a r.v. Z that is such that the pair {P * , Z} is still independent of the t 's (and hence of the y t 's) for t ∈ J α .
In the result above, the bounds assumed in (14) are not critical. They only help to get a simple expression for the subspace error bound. As will be evident from the proof, we can also get a guarantee without assuming (14) , and with any value of b 0 .
The main assumption needed by Theorem 6.5 is (13) on the data-dependency matrices M t . This is required because the noise w t depends on the true data t and hence the instantaneous values of both the noise power and of the signal-noise correlation (even after being projected orthogonal toP * ) can be large if λ chd is large. However, (13) For our problem, (13) holds because we can let M 2,t = I Tt and M 1,t as the rest of the matrix multiplying t in (11) . Then, using the bound on outlier fractions per row from Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that
We state this formally next in Lemma 6.7.
Lemma 6.7. Assume that the outlier-frac-row bound of Theorem 3.1 holds. Then, for any α-length
Proof. The proof is straightforward. It is given in Appendix B.
Two simple lemmas from [7]
The following two lemmas taken from [7] will be used in proving Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.8. [7, Lemma 2.10] Suppose that P ,P and Q are three basis matrices. Also, P andP are of the same size, Q P = 0 and (I −PP )P = ζ * . Then, 1. (I −PP )P P = (I − P P )PP = (I − P P )P = (I −PP )P = ζ * 2. P P −PP ≤ 2 (I −PP )P = 2ζ *
For an n × r basis matrix P ,
6.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1 witht j = t j Definition 6.10. We will use the following definitions in our proof.
1. Let θ := θ j , P * := P j−1 , P new := P j,new , P chd := P j,chd := (P * ,chg cos θ + P new sin θ), P := P j . Similarly defineP * :=P j−1 ,P :=P j , and letP chd,k :=P j,chd,k denote the k-th estimate of P chd .
2. ζ chd,0 := SE(P * , P chd ) and ζ chd,k := SE([P * ,P chd,k ], P chd ) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K 
The events
Γ 0 := {SE(P * , P * ) ≤ε}: clearly Γ 0 implies that SE(P * , P chd ) ≤ ζ + chd,0 :=ε + | sin θ|,
. . , K, and Γ K+1 := Γ K ∩ {SE(P , P ) ≤ε}.
The time intervals:
J k := [t j + (k − 1)α, t j + kα) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K: the projection-SVD intervals, J K+1 := [t j + Kα, t j + Kα + α): the subspace re-estimation interval, J K+2 := [t j + Kα + α, t j+1 ): the interval when the current subspace update is complete and before the next change.
We first prove the SE bounds of Theorem 3.1. With these, the other bounds follow easily. To obtain the SE bounds, we will be done if we prove the following claim. Claim 6.11. Given SE(P * , P * ) ≤ε, w.p. at least 1 − (K + 1)12n −12 ,
4. Further, after the deletion step, SE(P , P ) ≤ε.
Proving the above claim is equivalent to showing that Pr(Γ
This claim is an easy consequence of three key lemmas and Fact 6.12 given below. Fact 6.12 provides simple upper bounds on ζ + chd,k that will be used at various places. The first lemma, Lemma 6.13, shows that, assuming that the "subspace estimates so far are good enough", the projected CS step "works" for the next α frames, i.e., for all t ∈ J k ,T t = T t ; e t is sparse and supported on T t and satisfies (11) , and e t is bounded. The second lemma, Lemma 6.14, uses Lemma 6.13 and Theorem 6.5 to show that, assuming that the "subspace estimates so far are good enough", with high probability (whp), the subspace estimate at the next projection-SVD step is even better than the previous ones. Applying Lemma 6.14 for each k = 1, 2, . . . , K proves the first two parts of Claim 6.11. The third part follows easily from the first two and the definition of K. The fourth part follows using Lemma 6.15, which shows that, assuming that the K-th projection-SVD step produces a subspace estimate that is within 2ε of the true subspace, the subspace re-estimation step returns an estimate that is withinε of the true subspace. Recall from Sec. 6.1 that s is an upper bound on |T t |. Under assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the following holds for k = 1, 2, . . . , K + 2. Let Ψ 1 := I −P * P * , Ψ k := I −P * P * − P chd,k−1Pchd,k−1 for k = 2, 3, . . . , K + 1, and Ψ K+2 := I −PP . From Algorithm 1,
Assume that Γ k−1 holds. Then, 1. max |T |≤2s I T P * ≤ 0.3 +ε ≤ 0.31.
max |T |≤2s
Proof. The first claim of Lemma 6.9 along with the outlier-frac-col bound of Theorem 3.1 implies that for any set T with |T | ≤ 2s
Using (15), for any set T with |T | ≤ 2s, I T P * ≤ I T (I − P * P * )P * + I T P * P * P * ≤ (I − P * P * )P * + I T P * = (I −P * P * )P * + 0.3
The second row used (15) and the following: sinceP * and P * have the same dimension, SE(P * ,P * ) = SE(P * , P * ) (follows by Lemma 6.8, item 1). The third row follows using the definition of event Γ k−1 . Proceeding similarly forP chd,k−1 and P new (both have the same dimension),
≤ (I −P * P * −P chd,k−1Pchd,k−1 )P new + P * P new + 0.1
The second row used item 1 of Lemma 6.8 and (15). The third row used triangle inequality. The last row follows using P new = P chd −P * ,chg cos θ sin θ and the definition of event Γ k−1 . Using this, triangle inequality and | cos θ| ≤ 1, we bound the first term. Using item 3 of Lemma 6.8, we bound the second term. The final bounds use Fact 6.12.
To get the above bound, we use P new (and not P chd ) because (i) P * P new ≤ε since P * is orthogonal to P new (but we do not have a small upper bound on P * P chd ) and because (ii) we have assumed denseness of P new with a tighter bound in (7) (but we do not have this tighter bound on I i P chd ).
The third claim follows using the first two claims and Lemma 6.9. The fourth claim follows from the third claim as follows:
The last three claims follow the approach of the proof of [7, Lemma 6.4] . There are minor differences because we set ξ a little differently now. We provide the proof in Appendix B.
Lemma 6.14 (Projection-SVD). Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the following holds for k = 1, 2, . . .
Proof. Assume that Γ k−1 holds. The proof first uses Lemma 6.13 to get an expression for e t = t −ˆ t and then applies Theorem 6.5 with the modification given in Remark 6.6. Using Lemma 6.13, for all t ∈ J k ,
where
In the k-th projection-SVD step, we use theseˆ t 's andP * to get a new estimate of P chd using projection-SVD. To bound SE([P * ,P chd,k ], P chd ), we apply Theorem 6.5 (Remark 6.6) 7 with E 0 ≡ Γ k−1 , y t ≡ˆ t , w t = e t , α ≥ α 0 ≡ α * , and J α ≡ J k . We can let M 2,t = −I Tt and M 1,t = (Ψ Tt Ψ Tt ) −1 I Tt Ψ. Using the outlier-frac-row bound of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 6.7, the main assumption needed by Theorem 6.5, (13), holds. With P = P j satisfying (6), and α * defined in (10) , all the key assumptions of Theorem 6.5 hold. The simpler expression of α * suffices because we treat η as a numerical constant and so f 2 (r log n) > f 2 (r + log n) for large n, r.
We now just need to compute q 0 and q chd for each k, ensure that they satisfy (14) , and apply the result. The computation for k = 1 is different from the rest. When k = 1, Ψ = I −P * P * . Thus, using item 4 of Lemma 6.13 and the definition of event Γ k−1 , M 1,t P * ≤ φ +ε = 1.2ε = q 0 , q 0 < 2ε, and
The third row follows using (15) (which, in turn, relies on the outlier-frac-col bound of Theorem 3.1) and P * P new ≤ε (item 3 of Lemma 6.8). Usingε ≤εf ≤ 0.01| sin θ|, clearly q chd < 0.2| sin θ|. Applying Theorem 6.5, SE([P * ,P chd,1 ], P chd ) ≤ 0.37q chd + 0.1ε = 0.37 · 1.2((0.1 +ε)| sin θ| +ε) + 0.1ε = ζ + chd,1 . Consider k > 1. Now Ψ = I −P * P * −P chd,k−1Pchd,k−1 . With this, we still have M 1,t P * ≤ φ +ε = 1.2ε = q 0 and q 0 < 2ε. But, to bound M 1,t P chd we cannot use the approach that worked for k = 1. The reason is that [P * ,P chd,k−1 ] P new is not small. However, instead, we can now use the fact that [P * ,P chd,k−1 ] is a good estimate of P chd , with SE([P * ,P chd,k−1 ], P chd ) ≤ ζ + chd,k−1 (from definition of event Γ k−1 ). Thus,
7 We use Remark 6.6 with E * ≡ Γ0,
By Fact 6.12, q chd < 0.2| sin θ|. Applying Theorem 6.5, SE([P * ,P chd,k ], P chd ) ≤ 0.37q chd + 0.1ε = 0.37 · 1.2ζ
Lemma 6.15 (Simple SVD based subspace re-estimation). Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the following holds. Conditioned on Γ K , w.p. at least 1 − 12n −12 , SE(P , P ) ≤ε, i.e., Γ K+1 holds.
Proof. Assume that Γ K holds. Using Lemma 6.13, for all t ∈ J K+1 ,
where Ψ = I −P * P * −P chd,KPchd,K . Re-estimating the entire subspace using simple SVD applied to theseˆ t 's is an instance of correlated-PCA with y t ≡ˆ t , w t ≡ e t . We can apply the following result for correlated-PCA [11, Theorem 2.13] to bound SE(P , P , we are given data vectors y t := t + w t + v t where w t = M t t and t = P a t . LetP be the matrix of top r eigenvectors of 1 α t∈J α y t y t . Assume that M t can be decomposed as
, ηf 2 (r log 9 + 10 log n) .
If α ≥ α 0 , and
. Here we use the v t = 0 version of the above theorem. Thus, λ + v = 0 and b v = 0 and so r v = 0. The above general version is used for proving Corollary 3.2 (proved in Appendix). Apply the above result with y t ≡ˆ t , w t ≡ e t , α ≥ α * , and J α ≡ J K+1 . From the expression for e t , we can let M 2,t ≡ −I Tt ,
The final desired error is ε SE =ε. Using Lemma 6.7 and the outlier-frac-row bound from Theorem 3.1, the bound on the time-average of M 2,t M 2,t holds with b ≡ b 0 = 0.01
Applying the above result with ε SE =ε, and q = 2.4ε, we conclude the following: for α ≥ α * , w.p. at least 1 − 12n −12 , SE(P , P ) ≤ε. The simpler expression of α * suffices because η is treated as a numerical constant and so f 2 (r log n) > f 2 (r + log n) for large n, r. Also of course λ + v = 0 so the second term in the α 0 expression above is zero.
Proof of Claim 6.11. Lemma 6.14 tells us that Pr(Γ k |Γ k−1 ) ≥ 1 − 12n −12 . Lemma 6.15 tells us that
Proof of Theorem 3.1 witht j = t j . Define the events Γ 1,0 := {SE(P 0 ,
. . , K, Γ j,K+1 := Γ j,K ∩ {SE(P j , P j ) ≤ε} and Γ j+1,0 := Γ j,K+1 . We can state and prove Lemmas 6.14 and 6.15 with Γ k replaced by Γ j,k . Then Claim 6.11 implies that Pr(Γ j,K+1 |Γ j,0 ) ≥
Event Γ J,K+1 implies that Γ j,k holds for all j and for all k. Thus, all the SE bounds given in Corollary 4.4 hold. Using Lemma 6.13, it implies thatT t = T t for all the time intervals of interest and that the bounds on e t hold.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 without assumingt j = t j is given in Appendix C. This studies the automatic algorithm, Algorithm 4. Most of the key ideas remain the same, it just needs more notation.
Algorithm 4 Simplified-Auto-ReProCS. LetL t;α := [ˆ t−α+1 ,ˆ t−α+2 , . . . ,ˆ t ].
1: Input:P 0 , y t , Output:x t ,ˆ t ,P t 2: Parameters: ω supp , K, α, ξ, r, ω evals 3: LetL t;α := [ˆ t−α+1 ,ˆ t−α+2 , . . . ,ˆ t ]. 4:Q t train ←P 0 ; j ← 1, k ← 1 5: for t > t train do 6: (x t ,T t ) ← ProjCS(Q t−1 ,y t ) % Algorithm 2 7:ˆ t ← y t −x t . 8: (Q t ,P j ,t j , k, j, phase) ← AutoSubUpd(L t;α ,P j−1 , t,t j−1 , j, k, phase,Q t−1 ) % Algorithm 5 9: end for 10: Offline ReProCS:
7 Proof of Theorem 6.5: PCA in data-dependent noise with partial subspace knowledge
We prove Theorem 6.5 with the modification given in Remark 6.6. Thus we condition on E 0 defined in the remark. Recall that Φ := I −P * P * . Let
denote the reduced QR decomposition of (ΦP chd ). Here, and in the rest of this proof, we write things in a general fashion to allow P chd to contain more than one direction. This makes it easier to understand how our guarantees extend to the more general case (P chd being an n × r chg basis matrix with r chg > 1) easier. The proof uses the following lemma at various places. 
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B. Most items are straightforward. The fourth one needs a few lines of proof.
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We have
where the last inequality used Lemma 7.17. Consider SE([P * ,P chd ], P chd ).
The last inequality used Lemma 7.17. To bound SE(P chd , E chd ), we use the Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem [19] given below.
Theorem 7.18 (Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem).
Consider n × n Hermitian matrices, D andD such that
where [E, E ⊥ ] and [F , F ⊥ ] are orthogonal matrices and rank(F ) = rank(E). Let
If λ min (A) − λ max (A rest ) − H > 0 and rank(E) = rank(F ), then,
To use this result to bound SE(P chd , E chd ), letD := D obs = 1 α t Φy t y t Φ. Its top eigenvector iŝ P chd . We need to define a matrix D that is such that its top eigenvector is E chd and the gap between its first and second eigenvalues is more than H . Consider the matrix
If λ max (A rest ) < λ min (A), then E chd is the top eigenvector of D. Moreover, if λ max (A rest ) < λ min (A)− H , then the gap requirement holds too. Thus, by the sin θ theorem,
Here again, we should point out that, in the simple case that we consider where P chd is a vector (only one direction changes), A is a non-negative scalar and λ min (A) = A. However the above discussion applies even in the general case when r chg > 1. The rest of the proof obtains high probability bounds on the terms in the above expression. H = D −D can be bounded as follows.
Proof. The proof is simple. It is given in Appendix B.
The next lemma obtains high probability bounds on the three terms in the above lemma and the two other terms from (19) . Lemma 7.20 . Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 6.5 with the modification given in Remark 6.6 hold. Let 0 = 0.01| sin θ|(ε + q chd ), 1 = 0.01(q 2 chd +ε 2 ), and v = 0.01. For an α ≥ α 0 := Cη max f r log n, ηf 2 (r + log n) , conditioned on E 0 , all the following hold w.p. at least 1 − 12n −12 :
1.
Using Lemma 7.20 and substituting for 0 , 1 , v , we conclude the following. Conditioned on E 0 , with probability at least 1 − 12n −12 ,
where numer denotes the numerator expression. The numerator, numer, expression can be simplified to numer ≤ q chd 2 b 0 (ε + | sin θ|) + 0.02| sin θ| + q This can be loosely upper bounded by 0.26 sin 2 θ. We use this loose upper bound when this term appears in the denominator. Following a similar approach for the denominator, denoted denom,
Thus,
Using (17) andε ≤εf ≤ 0.01| sin θ|,
Proof of the last claim: lower bound on λ max (D obs ). Using Weyl's inequality,
Using the bounds from Lemmas 7.19 and 7.20 and (14), we get the lower bound.
7.1 Proof of Lemma 7.20: high probability bounds on the sin θ theorem bound terms
Proof of Lemma 7.20 . Recall the definition of the event E 0 from Remark 6.6. To prove this lemma, we first bound the probabilities of all the events conditioned on {P * , Z}, for values of {P * , Z} ∈ E 0 . Then we use the following simple fact.
In the discussion below, we condition on {P * , Z}, for values of {P * , Z} in E 0 . Conditioned on {P * , Z}, the matrices E chd , E chd,⊥ , Φ, etc, are constants (not random). All the terms that we bound on this lemma are either of the form t∈J α g 1 (P * , Z) t t g 2 (P * , Z), for some functions g 1 (.), g 2 (.), or are sub-matrices of such a term.
Since the pair {P * , Z} is independent of the t 's for t ∈ J α , and these t 's are mutually independent, hence, even conditioned on {P * , Z}, the same holds: the t 's for t ∈ J α are mutually independent. Thus, once we condition on {P * , Z}, the summands in the terms we need to bound are mutually independent. As a result, matrix Bernstein (Theorem A.23) or Vershynin's sub-Gaussian result (Theorem A.24) are applicable.
Item 1 : In the proof of this and later items, we condition on {P * , Z}, for values of {P * , Z} in E 0 . Since Φ = 1,
To bound the RHS above, we will apply matrix Bernstein (Theorem A.23) with Z t = Φ t w t . As explained above, conditioned on {P * , Z}, the Z t 's are mutually independent. We first obtain a bound on the expected value of the time average of the Z t 's and then compute R and σ 2 needed by Theorem A.23. By Cauchy-Schwartz,
where (a) follows by Cauchy-Schwartz (Theorem A.22) with X t = ΦP ΛP M 1,t and Y t = M 2,t , (b) follows from the assumption on M 2,t , and the last inequality follows from Lemma 7.17. Using q 0 ≤ 2ε,
To compute R, using Lemma 7.17 and using q 0 ≤ 2ε and q chd < | sin θ|,
≤ c 1ε | sin θ|ηrλ + + c 2 | sin θ|q chd ηλ chd := R for numerical constants c 1 , c 2 . Next we compute σ 2 . Since w t 's are bounded r.v.'s, we have
for numerical constants c 1 and c 2 . The above bounds again used q 0 ≤ 2ε and q chd < | sin θ|. For bounding
we get the same expression except for the values of c 1 , c 2 . Thus, applying Theorem A.23 followed by Fact 7.21,
Let = 0 λ chd where 0 = 0.01 sin θ(q chd +ε). Then, clearly,
≤ cη max{1, f r} = cηf r, and R ≤ cη max{1, f r} = cηf r.
Hence, for the probability to be of the form 1 − 2n −12 we require that α ≥ α (1) where
, conditioned on E 0 , the bound on 1 α t Φ t w t Φ given in Lemma 7.20 holds w.p. at least 1 − 2n −12 .
Item 2 : The proof approach is similar to that of item 1. We provide the proof of this part in Appendix B.
Item 3 : Expanding the expression for A, A = E chd ΦP * ,fix 1 α t a t,fix a t,fix P * ,fix ΦE chd
where term1 := E chd ΦP * ,fix 1 α t a t,fix a t,chd P chd ΦE chd . Since the first term on the RHS is positive semi-definite,
Under our current assumptions, the a t,chd 's are scalars, so A and 1 α t a t,chd a t,chd are actually scalars. However, we write things in a general fashion (allowing a t,chd 's to be r chg length vectors), so as to make our later discussion of the r chg > 1 case easier. Using (22),
The second inequality follows using E chd ΦP chd = E chd E chd R chd = R chd and Lemma 7.17. The first inequality is straightforward if a t,chd 's are scalars (our current setting); it follows using Ostrowski's theorem [22] in the general case.
To bound the remaining terms in the above expression, we use Vershynin's sub-Gaussian result [21, Theorem 5.39] summarized in Theorem A.24. To apply this, recall that (a t ) i are bounded random variables satisfying |(a t ) i | ≤ √ ηλ i . Hence they are sub-Gaussian with sub-Gaussian norm Lemma 5 .24], the vectors a t are also sub-Gaussian with sub-Gaussian norm bounded by max i √ ηλ i = ηλ + . Thus, applying Theorem A.24 with
We could also have used matrix Bernstein to bound t a t a t . However, since the a t 's are r-length vectors and r n, the Vershynin result requires a smaller lower bound on α. If B 1 is a sub-matrix of a matrix B, then B 1 ≤ B . Thus, we can also use (25) 
Combining (23), (28) and (29)
Item 4 : Recall that E chd,⊥ ΦP chd = 0. Thus,
where the last inequality follows from Ostrowski's theorem [22] . Using this and (26)
Item 5 : Recall that term11 = 1 α E chd E chd Φ t t ΦE chd,⊥ E chd,⊥ . As in earlier items, we can expand this into a sum of four terms using t = P * ,fix a t,fix + P chd a t,chd . Then using E chd,⊥ ΦP chd = 0 and E chd = E chd,⊥ = 1, we get term11 ≤ ΦP * ,fix P * ,fix Φ λ max 1 α t a t,fix a t,fix (32)
Using (26) and (29), if α ≥ α (3) , w.p. at least 1−4n −12 , term11 ≤ε 2 (λ + + v λ chd )+(ε(ε+| sin θ|)) v λ chd .
Empirical Evaluation
Here we evaluate the s-ReProCS method on real and synthetic data. Synthetic Data. The purpose of this experiment is to (i) demonstrate the advantage of s-ReProCS for datasets in which the outlier-frac-row is large, and (ii) to show that s-ReProCS is as good or better than the other methods when using a random support model. We generated data with n = 5000, d = 8000, t train = 500, r = 5, f = 16, J = 2, t 1 = 1000, θ 1 = 30 • , t 2 = 4300, and θ 2 = 1.01θ 1 . The a t 's were zero mean i.i.d uniform random variables. For the left figure of Fig. 2 , we generated T t using a model to simulate the support of a person pacing up and down the room while stopping for a while between each move. This model and other data generation details are in Appendix G. This is one practical example where maximum outlier fractions per row and per column can be different. Our experiment used outlier-frac-col = s/n = 0.1 and outlier-frac-row
To ensure that initialization of ReProCS using AltProj works well we used s/n = 0.05 and b 0 = 0.04 for t ∈ [1, t train ]. We generated the sparse outlier magnitudes uniformly at random in the range [x min , x max ] with x min = 10 and x max = 25. We implemented Algorithm 4 for ReProCS (with initialization using AltProj) with α = Cf 2 (r log n) = 500, K = −0.8 log(0.9ε) = 5, ω supp = x min /2, and ω evals = 0.0025λ − . Observe that ReProCS outperforms all the compared methods and offline ReProCS significantly outperforms all of them. The reason is that the outlier fraction per row are quite large, but ReProCS exploits slow subspace change. The other two online methods -GRASTA [15] and ORPCA [14] -also have some approach of tracking the subspace, however they still fail because they do not explicitly exploit the slow subspace change assumption. ReProCS and offline ReProCS are also faster than all the methods that work to some extent (all batch methods). See time taken in the figure legend. For the right figure of Fig. 2 , the only change was that T t was generated using an i.i.d Bernoulli model with parameter ρ = 0.02 for training and ρ = 0.2 for t ∈ [t train , d]. In this case, ReProCS outperforms all the online methods and offline ReProCS outperforms all the methods, while being faster. The advantage is not as clear as in the left one. Real Videos. We evaluate ReProCS for foreground-background separation for 3 videos -Meeting Room (MR), Switch Light (SL), and Lobby (LB). MR is a challenging one because a person comes in, writes on the board (is mostly static while he writes) and then leaves, this happens a few times with different people. Also, the color of the person's shirt and the curtain are hard to differentiate. SL is challenging because light turns off then turns on again (see Appendix G). We use the first 400 frames to get an initial subspace estimate using AltProj. We show one recovered background frame for each video in Fig. 3 . All algorithms used r = 40 and default parameters in their code. ReProCS used α = 60, K = 3, ξ t = Ψˆ t−1 , ω supp = y t / √ n, ω evals = 0.011λ − . ORPCA failed completely, gave a black background. Hence it is not shown. Time taken per frame is shown above each image.
The parameter settings in ReProCS is slight deviation from the theory because (i) α is much smaller than n and this works well because the video sequences tested are not long (typically the number of frames is much fewer than the dimension n), (ii) the threshold is selected to suggest that the magnitude of outlier entry is are greater than the average entry, and (iii) ξ t measures the "error" incurred in projection step for the previous frame, which is carried over as the residual to the current frame and so on. All the codes are available at https://github.com/praneethmurthy/ReProCS
Conclusions and Future Work
We obtained the first complete guarantee for any online, streaming or dynamic RPCA algorithm that holds under weakened versions of standard RPCA assumptions, slow subspace change, and a few simple assumptions (outlier magnitudes are either large or very small and the t 's are mutually independent). Our guarantee implies that, by exploiting these extra assumptions, one can significantly weaken the required bound on outlier fractions per row. We analyzed a simple algorithm based on the Recursive Projected Compressive Sensing (ReProCS) framework introduced in [7] . The algorithm itself is simpler than other previously studied ReProCS-based methods, it is provably faster, and has near-optimal storage complexity. Moreover, our guarantee removes all the strong assumptions made by the previous two guarantees for ReProCS-based methods.
As described earlier, our current result still has limitations, some of which can be removed with a little more work. For example, it assumes a very simple model on subspace change in which only one direction can change at any given change time. Of course the changing direction could be different at different change times, and hence over a long period, the entire subspace could change. In ongoing work, we are studying an algorithm that does not make any assumption on subspace change, except piecewise constant-ness and small principal angle between P j−1 and P j . It allows all r directions to change. A corollary of this result also implies that the initial subspace estimate need not be very accurate and it is still possible to track each subspace change with error below any given within a short delay. Another issue that we would like to study is whether the lower bound on outlier magnitudes can be removed if we use the stronger assumption on outlier fractions per row (assume they are of order 1/r). As explained earlier, it should be possible to do this by borrowing the AltProj [4] or NO-RMC [6] ideas.
A question of practical and theoretical interest is to develop a streaming version of simple-ReProCS. By streaming we mean that the algorithm makes only one pass through the data and needs storage of order exactly nr. Simple-ReProCS needs only a little more storage than this, however, it makes multiple passes through the data in the SVD steps. Algorithmically, streaming ReProCS is easy to develop: one can replace the projection SVD and SVD steps in the subspace update by their streaming versions, e.g., block stochastic power method. However, in order to prove that this still works (with maybe an extra factor of log n in the delay), one would need to analyze the block stochastic power method for the problems of PCA in data-dependent noise, and for its extension that assumes availability of partial subspace knowledge.
Finally, as explained in [8] , any guarantee for dynamic RPCA also provides a guarantee for dynamic Matrix Completion (MC) as an almost direct corollary. The reason is that MC can be interpreted as RPCA with outlier supports T t being known.
[21] R. Vershynin, "Introduction to the non-asymptotic analysis of random matrices," Compressed sensing, pp. 210-268, 2012.
[22] R. Horn and C. Johnson, Matrix Analysis, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1985.
[23] Lin Xiao and Tong Zhang, "A proximal-gradient homotopy method for the l1-regularized least-squares problem," in ICML, 2012.
A Preliminaries: Cauchy-Schwartz, matrix Bernstein and Vershynin's sub-Gaussian result
Cauchy-Schwartz for sums of matrices says the following [7] .
Theorem A.22. For matrices X and Y we have
Matrix Bernstein [20] , conditioned on another r.v. X, says the following.
Theorem A.23. Given an α-length sequence of n 1 × n 2 dimensional random matrices and a r.v. X Assume the following. For all X ∈ C, (i) conditioned on X, the matrices Z t are mutually independent, (i) P( Z t ≤ R|X) = 1, and (iii) max
Vershynin's result for matrices with independent sub-Gaussian rows [21, Theorem 5.39], conditioned on another r.v. X, says the following.
Theorem A.24. Given an N -length sequence of sub-Gaussian random vectors w i in R nw , an r.v X, and a set C. Assume that for all X ∈ C, (i) w i are conditionally independent given X; (ii) the sub-Gaussian norm of w i is bounded by K for all i. Let W := [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w N ] . Then for an 0 < < 1 we have
B Proof of simple lemmas from Sec. 6 and Sec. 7
Proof of Lemma 6.7. The proof is straightforward. Let C t := I Tt I Tt . Then,
Since each C t is diagonal, so is 1 α t∈J α C t . The latter has diagonal entries given by
where γ(J α ) defined in (8) is the outlier fraction per row of X J α . From Theorem 3.1, this is bounded by b 0 .
Proof of Lemma 7.19 . Applying the definitions, we get
Hence,
Proof of Lemma 6.13. The first four claims were already proved below the lemma statement. Consider the fifth claim (exact support recovery). Recall that for any t ∈ J k , b t := Ψ t satisfies
From the bound on θ + in Theorem 3.1, b b < x min /15. Also, we set ξ = x min /15. Using these facts, and δ 2s (Ψ) ≤ 0.12 < 0.15 (third claim), [18, Theorem 1.2] implies that
We have
Thus, |(x t,cs ) i | > x min 2 = ω supp which means i ∈T t . Hence T t ⊆T t . Next, consider any j / ∈ T t . Then, (x t ) j = 0 and so
which implies j / ∈T t and soT t ⊆ T t . ThusT t = T t .
WithT t = T t , the sixth claim follows easily. Since T t is the support of x t , x t = I Tt I Tt x t , and sô
Thus e t =x t − x t satisfies (11). Using (11) and the earlier claims,
When k = 1, Ψ = I −P * P * . Thus, using (15) and P * P new ≤ε (follows from Lemma 6.8),
I Tt Ψ t ≤ ΨP * ,fix a t,fix + ( ΨP * ,chg cos θ + I Tt ΨP new sin θ ) a t,chd ≤ε ηrλ + +ε| cos θ| ηλ chd + (0.1 +ε)| sin θ| ηλ chd
Proof of Lemma 7.17.
1. This follows because M 1,t P * ≤ q 0 ≤ 2ε and
2. First two claims follow because ΦP * ≤ε and the above bound. Third claim uses ΦP new ≤ Φ P new = 1. The fourth claim uses triangle inequality and definition of P chd .
Recall that ΦP
. Thus R chd = ΦP chd ≤ε+| sin θ| 4. From above, σ min (R chd ) = σ min (ΦP chd ). Moreover, σ min (ΦP chd ) = λ min (P chd Φ ΦP chd ) = λ min (P chd ΦP chd ). We bound this as follows. Recall that Φ = I −P * P * .
The last inequality used Lemma 6.8.
Using the previous items and the definition of η,
Φ t := Φ(P * ,fix a t,fix + P chd a t,chd ) ≤ ΦP * ,fix a t,fix + ΦP chd a t,chd ≤ ε ηrλ + + (ε| cos θ| + | sin θ|) ηr chg λ chd
Proof of item 2 of Lemma 7.20. We use Theorem A.23 (matrix Bernstein) with Z t := Φw t w t Φ. The proof approach is similar to that of the proof of item 1. First we bound the norm of the expectation of the time average of Z t :
where (a) follows from Cauchy-Schwartz (Theorem A.22) with X t = M 2,t and Y t = M 1,t P ΛP M 1,t M 2,t , (b) follows from the assumption on M 2,t , and (c) follows from Lemma 7.17. Further, using the bounds stated in Theorem 6.5,
To obtain R,
Applying matrix Bernstein (Theorem A.23), we have
chd +ε 2 ). Then we get R ≤ cη max{1, rf }, and σ 2 2 ≤ cη max{1, rf }.
For the success probability to be of the form 1 − 2n −12 we require α ≥ α (2) where
ProjSVD 2 . . . ProjSVD k and with the k-th projection-SVD interval being
We can state and prove a similarly changed version of Lemma 6.15 for the simple SVD based deletion step. Applying Lemma 6.14 for each k, and then apply Lemma 6.15,
We can also do a similar thing for the case when the change is detected at t j, * , i.e. when Det0 holds. In this case, we replace Γ k by Γ j,end ∩ Det0 ∩ ProjSVD 1 ∩ ProjSVD 2 . . . ProjSVD k and conclude that
Finally consider the NoFalseDets event. First, assume that Γ j−1,end ∩ Det0 ∩ ProjSVD ∩ Del holds. Consider any interval J α ⊆ [t j,f in , t j+1 ). In this interval,Q t =P j , Ψ = Φ = I −P jPj and SE(P j , P j ) ≤ε. Also, using Lemma 6.13, e t satisfies (11) for t in this interval. Thus,
We can bound the first term using Vershynin's sub-Gaussian result (Theorem A.24) and the other terms using matrix Bernstein (Theorem A.23). The approach is similar to that of the proof of Lemma 7.20. The derivation is more straightforward in this case, since for the above interval ΨP j = ΦP j ≤ε. The required bounds on α are also the same as those needed for Lemma 7.20 to hold. We conclude that, w.p. at least 1 − 12n −12 ,
This follows since ω evals = 5ε 2 λ + = 5ε 2 f λ − . Since Det0 holds,t j = t j, * . Thus, we have a total of t j+1 −t j, * −Kα−α α intervals J α that are subsets of [t j,f in , t j+1 ). Moreover,
On the other hand, if we condition on Γ j−1,end ∩ Det0 ∩ Det1 ∩ ProjSVD ∩ Del, thent j = t j, * + α. Thus,
We can now combine the above facts to bound Pr(Γ j,end |Γ j−1,end ). Recall that p 0 := Pr(Det0|Γ j−1,end ). Clearly, the events (Det0∩ProjSVD∩Del∩NoFalseDets) and (Det0∩Det1∩ProjSVD∩Del∩NoFalseDets) are disjoint. Thus,
Since the events Γ j,end are nested, the above implies that
E More than one changed direction Consider the following model for subspace change with r chg > 1. This is called the double rotation model. Let P j,new be a n × r chg basis matrix with directions that belong to span(P j−1,⊥ ), let P j−1,chg be an n × r chg basis matrix for the "changing" subspace of span(P j−1 ) and let P j−1,fix be the basis for its fixed part. Then, we have P j = [P j−1,fix , P j,chd ] where (P j,chd ) i = (P j,chg ) i cos θ j,i − (P j,new ) i sin θ j,i , for all i = 1, 2, . . . r chg , and P j−1,fix is n × (r − r chg ). Thus there are r chg new directions and each gets rotated in with angle θ j,i .
Corollary E.25. With the above model on subspace change, Theorem 3.1 holds with the following simple changes.
• Redefine θ + := max j=1,2,...,J max i=1,2,...,r chg θ j,i and θ − := min j=1,2,...,J min i=1,2,...,r chg θ j,i .
• Redefine µ as the smallest real number so that max i I i P j ≤ µr n and max i I i P j,new ≤ µr chg n .
• Let f chg = • EstimateP j,chd,k as the top r chg singular vectors of the matrix B in Algorithm 4.
• If r chg is known, just the above changes suffices. If it is unknown, we can use the approach suggested in [8] to estimate it. We estimate r chg as the number of singular values of the matrix B that are larger than √ ω evals α. For this to work, we will also need to assume that sin 2 θ − /f chg > 0.0011.
The above claim follows by an easy modification of our proof for r chg = 1. The reason is that, in most of the proof, we have written claims so that they hold even when r chg > 1. The main change will be in proving Theorem 6.5. We set r chg = 2 for explaining the ideas below but nothing changes even if r chg is larger.
We have the following expression for P chd . Using this we will re-derive some of the claims of Lemma 7.17.
Next, consider σ min (ΦP chd ) = λ min (P chd ΦP chd ). Using the definition of P chd and expanding the above matrix we get
The first term is non-negative since the argument is positive semi-definite. Thus, using Ostrowsky's theorem,
We use these bounds to get the high probability bounds on the terms in Lemma 7.20. Here we only mention the changes to Lemma 7.20 rather than rewriting the complete proof.
1. For 1 α t Φ t w t Φ , we have that
Choosing = 0 λ − chd where 0 = 0.01| sin θ max |(q chd +ε) gives σ 2 / 2 ≤ C max{ηf 2 chg r chg , ηrf f chg } and R/ ≤ C max{ηr chg f chg , ηrf } so that the sample complexity for this term is of the form α (1) := Cηf chg max{rf, r chg f chg }(log n) = Cηf chg f (r log n).
2. Similarly the w t w t term will be bounded.
3. For λ min (A) term, we have the following changes:
4. The term λ max (A rest ) does not change.
5. The term11 term will have the following change term11 ≤ε
6. One common change in all the terms is that in all expressions, we need to replace λ chd by λ − chd .
Observe from above that the only changes in our final conclusion of Theorem 6.5 are 1. α (1) gets replaced by its old value times f chg , and hence α chd has the same change.
2. θ gets replaced by θ max everywhere except in the first term in the lower bound on λ min (A) where we replace it θ min .
The effect of the second item above in our main result, Theorem 3.1, is that θ + and θ − get redefined. We can argue that r chg is correctly estimated if we can show that λ r chg (D obs ) > ω evals > λ r chg +1 (D obs ). For this, by Weyl's inequality, if λ min (A) > λ max (A rest ), then
Applying the modified Lemma 7.20, we get high probability bounds on the above terms. Using those bounds in the proof of Theorem 3.1 or 3.1, and setting ω evals appropriately, we can argue that r chg is correctly estimated.
for the next τ frames (upward motion), Starting at t = 2τ + 1, the above pattern is repeated every 2τ frames until the end, t = d.
This model is similar to the model assumed for the guarantees in older works [8, 9] . The above model is one practically motivated way to simulate data that is not not generated uniformly at random (or as i.i.d. Bernoulli, which is approximately the same as the uniform model for large n). It also provides a way to generate data with a different bounds on outlier fractions per row and per column. The maximum outlier fraction per column is s/n. For any time interval of length α ≥ τ , the outlier fraction per row is bounded by 2c 0 . Thus, for Theorem 3.1, with this model, b 0 = 2c 0 . By picking 2c 0 larger than s/n we can ensure larger outlier fractions per row than per column.
We compare Algorithm 4 and its offline counterpart with three of the batch methods with provably guarantees discussed in Sec. 4 -PCP [1] , AltProj [4] and RPCA-GD [5] -and with two recently proposed online algorithms known to have good experimental performance and for which code was available -ORPCA [14] and GRASTA [15] . The code for all these techniques are cloned from the Low-Rank and Sparse library (https://github.com/andrewssobral/lrslibrary).
For generating data we used d = 8000, t train = 500, J = 2, r = 5, f = 16, J = 2 with t 1 = 1000, θ 1 = 30 • , t 2 = 4300, θ 2 = 1.01θ 1 and varying n. The a t 's are zero mean i.i.d uniform random variables generated exactly as described before and so is Q t . We generated a basis matrix U by ortho-normalizing the first r + 1 columns of a n × n i.i.d. standard Gaussian matrix. For t ∈ [1, t 1 ), we set Q t = P 0 with P 0 being the first r columns of U . We let P 1,new be last column of U , and rotated it in using (6) with R j,0 = I and with angle θ 1 to get P 1 . We set Q t = P 1 for t ∈ [t 1 , d]. At all times t, we let t = Q t a t with a t being zero mean, i.i.d uniform random variables such that (a t ) i ∼ unif − √ f , √ f for i = 1, · · · , r − 2 and (a t ) [r−1,r] ∼ unif (−1, 1). With this the condition number is f , the covariance matrix, Λ = diag(f, f, · · · , f, 1, 1)/3, λ + = f /3, λ chg = λ − = 1/3, and η = 3. We generate T t using Model G.26 as follows. For t ∈ [t train , d], we used s = 0.1n, c 0 = 0.2 and τ = 100. Thus b 0 = 0.4. For t ∈ [1, t train ], we used s = 0.05n and c 0 = 0.02. This was done to ensure that AltProj (or any other batch technique works well for this period and provides a good initialization). The magnitudes of the nonzero entries of x t (outliers) were generated s i.i.d uniform r.v.'s between x min = 10 and x max = 25. We show an example sparse matrix generated as above in Fig. 4 . We let y t = t + x t for each t = 1, 2, . . . , d. Automatic ReProCS (Algorithm 4) and its offline counterpart were implemented as described earlier. We initialized using AltProj applied to Y [1,t train ] . For the batch methods used in the comparisons -PCP, AltProj and RPCA-GD, we implement the algorithms on Y [1,t] every t = t train + kα − 1 frames. Further, we set the regularization parameter for PCP 1/ √ n in accordance with [1] . The other known parameters, r for Alt-Proj, outlier-fraction for RPCA-GD, are set using the true values. For online methods we implement the algorithms without modifications. The regularization parameter for ORPCA was set as with λ 1 = 1/ √ n and λ 2 = 1/ √ d according to [14] . We plot the subspace error and the normalized error of t over time in Fig. 5 (a) and 5(b) for n = 5000. We display the time-averaged error for other values of n in Table 2 . This table also contains the time comparisons. All time comparisons are performed on a Desktop Computer with Intel R Xeon E3-1240 8-core CPU @ 3.50GHz and 32GB RAM. As can be seen, ReProCS outperforms all the other methods and offline ReProCS significantly outperforms all the other methods for this experiment. The reason is that the outlier fraction per row are quite large, but ReProCS exploits slow subspace change. In principle, even GRASTA exploits slow subspace change, however, it uses approximate methods for computing the SVD and does not use projection-SVD and hence it fails. ReProCS and offline ReProCS are faster than all the batch methods especially for large n. In fact when n = 10000, the batch methods are out of memory and cannot work, while ReProCS still can. But ReProCS is slower than GRASTA and ORPCA.
Comparison with other algorithms -random outlier support using the i.i.d. Bernoulli model. We generated data exactly as described above with the following change: T t was now generated as i.i.d. Bernoulli with probability of any index i being in T t being ρ s = 0.02 for the first t train frames and ρ s = 0.2 for the subsequent data. We used n = 500. We show the results for n = 500 in Fig. 5 (c) and 5(d). For this experiment, the batch methods PCP and AltProj have good performance, that is better than ReProCS at most time instants. Offline ReProCS still outperforms all the other methods.
G.2 Real Video Experiments
In this section we provide simulation results for on real video, specifically the Meeting Room (MR) sequence. The meeting room sequence is set of 1964 images of resolution 64 × 80. The first 1755 frames consists of outlier-free data. Henceforth, we consider only the last 1209 frames. For the ReProCS algorithm, we used the first 400 frames as the training data. In the first 400 frames, a person wearing a black shirt walks in, writes something on the board and goes back. In the subsequent frames, the person walks in with a white shirt. This is a challenging video sequence because the color of the person and the color of the curtain are hard to distinguish. ReProCS algorithm is able to perform the separation at around 43 frames per second.
We obtained an estimate using the Alt Proj algorithm. For the Alt Proj algorithm we set r = 40. The remaining parameters were used with default setting. For the ReProCS algorithm, we set α = 60, K = 3, ξ t = Ψˆ t−1 2 , θ − = 20 • . We found that these parameters work for most videos that we verified our algorithm on. For RPCA-GD we set the "corruption fraction" α = 0.2 as described in the paper.
Lobby dataset: This dataset contains 1555 images of resolution 128 × 160. The first 341 frames are outlier free. Here we use the first 400 "noisy" frames as training data. The Alt Proj algorithm is used to obtain an initial estimate with rank, r = 40. The parameters used in all algorithms are exactly the same as above. ReProCS achieves a "test" processing rate of 16 frames-per-second. Switch Light dataset: This dataset contains 2100 images of resolution 120 × 160. The first 770 frames are outlier free. Here we use the first "noisy" 400 frames as training data. The Alt Proj algorithm is used to obtain an initial estimate with rank, r = 40. The parameters used in all algorithms are exactly the same as in the MR and LB dataset. ReProCS achieves a "test" processing rate of 12 frames-per-second. 
